The purpose of this study is to extend Lemke s multiple hierarchy model of power transition theory by introducing two different dimensions of status quo evaluations of regional contenders. Since a state s status quo evaluations are involved at two different levels the regional and the global and a challenger s dissatisfaction is one of the important conditions for the onset of war, the study of regional war, war between regional contenders in particular, should take into consideration both status quo evaluations of states. We argue that not only the regional status quo evaluation but also the global status quo evaluation affects the probability of a regional war between a regional
. Introduction
Power transition theory, as a systemic level theory, provides a plausible explanation for the causes of the stability and change of the international system including major power war. Since Organski 1) and Organski and Kugler 2) have developed power transition theory, a great deal of theoretical and empirical work has been added to this research program by a number of scholars.
3) These accumulations have contributed to the progress of the power transition research program based on Lakatosian criteria. 4) challenger and a dominant state. We also claim that when the two states status quo evaluations are in opposite directions, they are much more likely to go to war because the change of a regional status quo can affect the global status quo and, thus, regional conflict contending over the regional status quo is more likely to invite the intervention of global contenders. The results of a statistical analysis support our hypothesis.
Among the research, Lemke s effort to extend power transition theory to the regional level is one notable example of this progress. Lemke s multiple hierarchy model claims that a power hierarchy exists not only at the global level but also at the regional level, and that the core logic of power transition theory can be applied to the regional level. After defining several local hierarchies based on the ability to interact with one another militarily, he finds that the core power transition argument explaining war with power parity and dissatisfaction is also very useful to account for the causes of regional war between a regional dominant state and a challenger.
5)
Although Lemke s multiple hierarchy model is a major contribution to the empirical and theoretical progress of the power transition research program, his extension remains incomplete in one area. That is, he does not consider a regional challenger s status quo evaluations as well as those of a regional dominant state at two different levels (global and regional) simultaneously in his analysis, while he develops and justifies an appropriate measure of dissatisfaction at the regional level in the regional context. All states have two different levels of status quo evaluations global and regional levels, and a state s regional status quo evaluation can be different from its global status quo evaluation. Some states are satisfied with the regional status quo while they are dissatisfied with the global status quo or vice versa. On the other hand, some states are satisfied (or dissatisfied) with both status quos. For instance, Japan can be considered a state satisfied with the global status quo maintained by the United States while simultaneously it can be considered a state dissatisfied at the regional level due to China s growing influence in the region and changing of the regional order into one favorable to China s interests.
6) This is not a Lemke (2002) . 6) It could be argued that several ongoing regional issues between China and Japan unique case; rather, we can witness many examples in world history. In this context, if we follow the core logic of power transition theory to explain regional war and accept that dissatisfaction is one important factor in the occurrence of war, between a regional challenger and a dominant state in particular, we need to consider the status quo evaluations at both levels.
Our research starts from this point. What if a regional challenger and a dominant state s status quo evaluations are different at both the regional and global levels? Do these different status quo evaluations of a regional challenger and a dominant state at the global and regional levels affect the probability of war between them? What if a challenger as well as a dominant state is dissatisfied (or satisfied) with the regional status quo while it is satisfied (or dissatisfied) with the global status quo? Are they more likely to go to war against each other? These are the questions we explore in this article.
In a nutshell, we argue that not only the regional level status quo evaluation but also the global level status quo evaluation affects the probability of war between a regional challenger and a dominant state, and that when the two states status quo evaluations are in opposite directions, they are much more likely to go to war. In the following section, after conceptualizing the inconsistency of the status quo evaluations at both the global and regional levels for a regional challenger and a dominant state, concerning some territorial disputes and issues related to the two countries past colonial history represent that both states are dissatisfied with the regional status quo. With respect to this point, power transition theory originally assumes that a dominant power (both at the regional and the global level), by definition, is satisfied with the status quo since the status quo is established and maintained by a dominant power. However, this does not mean that a dominant state is satisfied with all regional issues and/or all aspects of the status quo. Rather, a dominant state should be viewed as being satisfied with the status quo in general while it could be dissatisfied with a specific issue. In this sense, although a regional dominant state can be engaged in conflicts with a challenger state concerning various regional issues, this does not automatically mean that the dominant power is dissatisfied with the regional order since the disputes can be an attempt by the dominant state to defend or make the status quo more favorable to the dominant state. Therefore, a dominant state s satisfaction should be judged more comprehensively and its involvement in disputes should not be viewed as evidence of a dominant power s dissatisfaction with the status quo in general.
we explain how the inconsistency of the status quo evaluations has an increasing impact on the outbreak of regional war. In the last section, we conduct an empirical test of our hypothesis.
. Inconsistency of Status Quo Evaluations
While the power parity between a dominant power and a challenger can be relatively easily applied to the regional level when extending power transition theory to the regional level, the status quo evaluation of a challenger needs to be taken into more careful consideration. A state s status quo evaluation has two dimensions: one dimension concerns the regional status quo and the other is relevant to the global status quo. A regional dominant state establishes a regional status quo regarding local issues in the same manner as the global dominant power creates and maintains the global status quo. As some power transition theorists insightfully suggest, 7) a local status quo is more likely to be related to regional issues such as territorial issues or some specific policy issues that are relevant within a local context and provides states with short-term or myopic interests. Meanwhile, the global status quo is more concerned with macro and global issues such as rules, norms, international political and economic orders or international regimes ensuring states a long-term interest, rather than a specific issue.
8) The global dominant power, however, does not set up all regional status quos regarding specific regional issues. As long as a regional status quo is not critical or is not a threat to the global order, the global dominant power would allow a regional status quo even though the dominant power keeps implicitly and explicitly trying to change it in favor of itself.
9)
7) Lemke and Werner (1996) and Kugler and Lemke (2000) are good examples. 8) Kugler and Lemke (2000 Therefore, there are two different kinds of status quo and all states have two different kinds of status quo evaluation, i.e., global and regional status quo evaluations. Accordingly, it is very hard to say that all states have consistent status quo evaluations between the global and regional levels. Some states can be satisfied with both the regional and global status quos, the global dominant power in particular. Others, however, can be satisfied with the global status quo but not the regional status quo or vice versa, or are satisfied with neither one. This is the same for both a regional dominant state and a challenger state. A regional dominant state is obviously satisfied with the regional status quo because it is the maintainer of the regional status quo. However, at the global level, the state can be either satisfied or dissatisfied with the global status quo depending on its foreign policy stance or goals. The case of a regional challenger is a bit more complicated because one more possibility can be added to a regional challenger a regional challenger can be either satisfied with or dissatisfied with the regional status quo apart from the global status quo.
Since a state s status quo evaluations are involved at two different levels and dissatisfaction is one of the important conditions for the onset of war, we should consider both status quo evaluations of states when we study war, regional war in particular. We argue that not only the regional status quo evaluation but also the global status quo evaluation affects the probability of a regional war between a regional challenger and a dominant state. We also claim that when the two states status quo evaluations are in opposite directions at both the global and regional levels, they are much more likely to go to war.
Basically, the regional status quo is subordinated to and influenced by the global order even though a regional dominant state can have some degree of autonomy in establishing and maintaining it. The regional status quo changes as a result of the power relations between a regional challenger and a regional dominant state. In particular, the changes occur through militarized conflicts between them. However, this conflict would not remain a bilateral conflict or war, especially when the two states have very different policies or views on the global status quo and the outcome of the conflict can affect a regional status quo significantly.
Since the change of a regional status quo can affect the global status quo or system stability, the global dominant power would not allow a regional status quo to become a menace to the stability of the global order. The global dominant power will actively or implicitly intervene in the conflict in order to maintain a regional status quo in favor of the global status quo and also to reinforce the global order by changing the regional status quo in favor of the global dominant power. In the same vein, a global challenger who is dissatisfied with the global status quo would be more likely to intervene in the conflict to make the outcome of the conflict in favor of itself.
10) In this circumstance, the possibility of global contenders intervention in the regional conflict is high. Both a regional challenger and a dominant state can anticipate and will actively seek security help from the global contenders who have the same stance and policy on the global status quo, and the two regional states would be more likely to actively use that assistance from global contenders in order to widen their opportunities.
When a regional challenger as well as a regional dominant state seeks outside security help, its global status quo evaluation plays an important role since only a global contender who shares the same global status quo evaluation would be willing to help. Unless a global contender has any interest in the region or can share and enjoy the fruits of victory with a winner (either a regional challenger or a regional dominant state), it would not engage in a regional conflict.
11) Since the conflict between a regional challenger and a dominant state over the regional status quo can affect the interests of global contenders regarding reinforcing and/or undermining the existing global order and system stability, global contenders would either actively or implicitly support their regional friend (one of the two regional states) and attempt to make the outcome in favor of them in their global competition. Hence, the global status quo evaluations of the two regional contenders also affect the probability of war between the two. Namely, when a regional challenger and a dominant state have not only conflicting regional status quo evaluations but also conflicting global status quo evaluations, the possibility of war between the two states will be higher than when they have the same regional and global status quo evaluations.
The rationale of our argument should become more evident by considering several possible combinations of a regional challenger and a dominant state. As we have shown above, all states have two different status quo evaluations at two different levels regional and global. Hence, the combinations of the status quo evaluations of a regional challenger and a dominant state in a dyad can have several contingencies as shown in Table 1 .
When we consider all possibilities of combinations of the two states status quo evaluations both at the regional and global level, there are eight possible dyad combinations, and we categorize three different groups based on the directions of the status quo evaluations of the two states. They are 12) : 1) Consistent at both levels (1, C), (2, D) 2) Inconsistent at both levels (1, B), (2, A) 3) Mixed status quo evaluations at both levels (1, A), (1, D) , (2, B), (2, C)
The dyads (1, C) and (2, D) are the dyads in which the two states share the exact same status quo evaluations at both levels. In the dyad (1, C), the 12) By definition, a dominant power is always more satisfied with the status quo than a challenger state regardless of the system level because a dominant power establishes and maintains the status quo and benefits from it. regional challenger (RC) is satisfied with both the regional status quo and the global status quo, and the regional dominant state (RD) is also satisfied with the global status quo. The dyad (2, D) is similar to the dyad (1, C). Both a regional challenger and a dominant state are satisfied with the regional status quo while both are dissatisfied with the global status quo. Hence, in these cases, the directions of the status quo evaluations of the two states at both the regional and global levels are the same and consistent between the two levels and between the two states. For these cases, the probability of war should be lower than any other case even when the regional challenger achieves the power parity, all other things being equal, because the two states share the same status quo evaluations. The challenger would not have a desire to change at the regional level because the challenger is already satisfied with the regional status quo. At the global level, even though both states are dissatisfied with the global status quo, the regional dominant state is not the challenger state s target rather they are potential or actual allies against the global states. The dyads (1, B) and (2, A) are examples of the second category dyads having inconsistent or opposite status quo evaluations. In contrast to the dyads (1, C) and (2, D), the regional challenger (RC) has the exact opposite status quo evaluations at both levels as the regional dominant state (RD). In the case of (1, B) , the challenger (RC) is dissatisfied with both the regional status quo and the global status quo while the dominant state (RD) is satisfied with both the global and the regional status quo. The challenger s regional dissatisfaction with the regional dominant state (RD) increases the probability of war as power transition theory expects. In addition, the two states opposite directions of the global status quo evaluations also increase the probability of war since it has a high probability of global contenders intervention. If the regional challenger (RD) wins the war against the regional dominant state (RD), the regional status quo will be changed. This change obviously will be favorable to the challenger itself, but will be against the global dominant power because the regional challenger is dissatisfied with the global dominant power. The global dominant power would not want this change against its interest and the regional dominant state also can anticipate this. Hence, the regional dominant state would ask for and can expect security help from the global power. The global dominant power also implicitly or explicitly signals to the regional dominant state (RD) a sign of security help in order to prevent a potential seed of the global system instability. In this vein, the regional dominant state is less likely to accept the demand of the regional challenger.
Table 1. Regional Dyads Based on Their Status Quo Evaluations

Global Status Quo Evaluation Regional Status Quo Evaluation
This rationale is also applied to the regional challenger. The change resulting from the success of the regional challenger in the regional conflict against the regional dominant state will be beneficial to a dissatisfied global challenger who attempts to alter the global status quo since this change can undermine the global status quo. Hence, a global challenger who is dissatisfied with the global order will be more likely to provide security help to the regional challenger and, with this security help, the regional challenger will be more likely to rely on military means to alter the regional status quo that is a source of disadvantage to it. Therefore, we can expect a higher probability of war in this case compared to when they share the same direction of status quo evaluations.
Dyads (2, A) and (1, B) are similar to each other except regarding one point, and we can expect a similar scenario from (2, A). The difference between them is that in the dyad (2, A) the directions of the global status quo evaluations of the two states are switched. In the circumstance where the regional challenger (RC) is dissatisfied with the regional order, the regional challenger (RC) is satisfied with the global status quo while the regional dominant state (RD) is dissatisfied with the global dominant power. In this situation, the regional challenger s regional dissatisfaction plays a fundamental role to increase the probability of war. Since the regional challenger (RC) enjoys benefits at some level from the global order, the challenger can feel deprivation from the disadvantage at the regional level and try to enhance its interests by changing the regional order as its power grows. In addition, the regional challenger (RC) can expect security help from the global dominant power who has the same global status quo evaluation as the challenger. For the global dominant power, it is also beneficial for her and system stability to replace an unfavorable regional status quo or dominant state with a favorable status quo or a new regional dominant state. Hence, the global dominant power would actively support the regional challenger state, and with this help the regional challenger would make more aggressive demands to the regional dominant state (RD).
However, the regional dominant state (RD) that is dissatisfied with the global status quo is more likely to be desperate to defend the regional status quo because it is the only source of her benefits. Therefore, the regional dominant state is less likely to accept the challenger s demand to change. Rather, it is more likely to defend its position. In addition, with the same logic, if the regional dominant state can find outside help from a global challenger who is also dissatisfied with the global dominant power, the regional dominant state s stance will be firmer. A global dissatisfied challenger can expand its influence in the region and can build a counteralliance bloc against the global dominant power. It can be a source of undermining the global status quo and is obviously what the dissatisfied global challenger wants. Therefore, the probability of war should be higher when the regional challenger and dominant state have opposite directions of status quo evaluations at both the regional and global levels compared to when they have similar directions of status quo evaluations.
The third category is mixed cases where the regional challenger and dominant state have different status quo evaluations only at either the regional or the global level. Dyads (1, D) and (2, C) should be seen as having a low probability of war since the regional challenger is satisfied with the regional status quo. The only difference in the status quo evaluation is at the global level. They are less likely to go to war even though they have different status quo evaluations at the global level because they are satisfied with each other, and the conflict between them cannot change the global status quo. Both the regional challenger and the dominant state cannot expect any benefits from the conflict because the global status quo is nothing with the outcome of their conflict. Therefore, we expect a low possibility of war in this case.
The last case dyads (1, A) and (2, B) involves the dyads in which the regional challenger (RC) and the regional dominant state (RD) have the same direction of the global status quo evaluations while the regional challenger is dissatisfied with the regional dominant power. In these cases, we expect relatively a lower probability of war than when the two states have opposite status quo evaluations at both levels, while we expect a higher probability of war compared to the previous cases where the two states are satisfied with each other at the regional level. Since the regional challenger is dissatisfied with the regional dominant state, the basic probability of war should be seen as higher when the two states are at power parity. However, the two states, in contrast to (1, B) or (2, A), would find it difficult to expect outside help since their sources of outside help are the same due to their similar foreign policy positions at the global level. In these cases, global contenders are more likely to mediate the conflict before the outbreak of war since they are all friends and a fight between friends can be beneficial to or advantageous to their enemy. With this mediation, the two states are more likely to make some degree of concession to each other and the conflict would be more likely to be resolved peacefully. Therefore, the probability of war in this case would be moderate or low. Based on the theoretical arguments shown above, we hypothesize as follows: When a regional challenger has opposite directions of status quo evaluations with a regional dominant state at both the regional and the global level, they are more likely to go to war compared to when they have consistent status quo evaluations at both levels or at only one level.
13)
In the following section, we conduct a statistical test of this hypothesis.
13) In the section of theoretical discussions, we have developed the impact of the linked status quo evaluations between the regional and the global level by considering all possible categorical cases. However, the main empirical focus of this article is limited to testing whether inconsistent status quo evaluations of regional contenders affect the probability of regional war. Thus, we leave other empirical tests of specific hypotheses that can be derived from our theoretical discussion for future studies.
. Research Design
Unit of Analysis and Sample
In order to test our hypothesis, we observe dyads consisting of a dominant state and a challenger state of each regional hierarchy over ten years. We use Lemke s multiple hierarchy model in identifying a dominant and a challenger state of regional hierarchies.
14) Lemke conceptualizes and identifies twenty one local hierarchies based on states joint capabilities of military interactions and lists a dominant and a challenger state of each hierarchy (see Appendix for a detailed list). Since his identification is plausible, we accept his identification and use his sample for our analysis. The data includes a total of 539 dyads in South America, the Middle East, the Far East, and Africa for the time period 1860 to 1990.
Variables and Method
The dependent variable of the analysis is the onset of war. We observe whether two states in a dyad go to war defined by the Correlates of War (COW) project in a given decade. Since the dependent variable is a dichotomous variable, we use logit analysis for our data analysis. In addition, we employ the natural cubic spline technique developed by Beck, Katz, and Tucker to correct the potential temporal dependency of war occurrence. 1816 -1985 , International Interactions 14 (1987 , pp. 115-32. We also consider both measures to identify regional dominant and challenger states. See Lemke (2002, ch. 4) for detailed discussions. 15) Nathaniel Beck, Jonathan N. Katz, and Richard Tucker, Taking Time Seriously:
The first independent variable is the power parity between the two states in a dyad. For power parity, we use the 70 percent threshold for power parity instead of the 80 percent threshold that has been used by other scholars since Organski and Kugler. 16) Our justification of this more generous threshold of power parity is in the same vein as that of Lemke. As Lemke claims, it is more uncertain among non-major power states whether a challenger reaches at the parity with a dominant state than among great powers.
17) In addition, minor states can feel their power growth more easily than major powers and can be more confident at the regional level compared to the global level. These reasons lead us to the justification that it would be better to use a more relaxed threshold for minor power relations. Therefore, the power parity is coded as one if a challenger s power is greater than 70 percent of a dominant power within a hierarchy. For this variable, we employ Lemke s GDP-based measure for national power. This data is mainly based on Penn World Tables,  18) but it is also supplemented with various sources. 19) In regard to satisfaction, we measure two different status quo evaluations at two different levels regional and global levels as our theory suggests. For the regional status quo evaluation, we use ongoing rapid military buildup following Lemke. The source of dissatisfaction of a regional challenger toward a regional dominant state at the regional level is more likely to be about specific issues. If a challenger is dissatisfied with a dominant state within a region, the most likely way for the challenger to respond or prepare for a potential conflict in order to achieve a desirable outcome would be reinforcing its military capability. In that sense, we agree with Lemke in that rapid military buildup is a better measure for a challenger s dissatisfaction at the regional level. We operationalize dissatisfaction at the regional level as whether a regional challenger has been experiencing ongoing rapid military buildup compared to previous time periods and whether this increase of the challenger s military buildup is greater than that of a regional dominant power. More specifically, the challenger s ongoing military buildup is measured by whether the average annual changes in military spending of the state in the time period in question is greater than that of the state prior to the given time period. Next, we compare the challenger s military buildup measure to the same measure of a dominant state within a regional hierarchy. Therefore, we code regional dissatisfaction as one only if a challenger state has had ongoing extraordinary military buildup compared to the previous time period and to the average annual increase of a dominant state s military spending in the time period in question. We use the military expenditure data of the Composite Index of National Capability (v. 3.0) of the COW project.
20)
For the global status quo evaluation of a regional challenger and a regional dominant state, we observe whether a regional challenger and a dominant state, respectively, are dissatisfied with the global status quo in terms of foreign policy similarity. Since the global order is established and maintained by the global dominant power in a given time period (ten years), we use a state s weighted S scores with the global dominant power in judging the state s dissatisfaction at the global level.
21) Signorino and Ritter s S-score is a measure of similarity of foreign policy positions between two states based on two states alliance portfolios.
22) The range of a state s S score with the global dominant power is from -1 to +1, and -1 means perfect dissimilarity between a state s foreign policy position and that of the global dominant power while +1 means perfect similarity. More specifically, we decide that a state is dissatisfied with the global 20) Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey (1972), pp. 19-48; Singer (1987) order only if the average of the state s annual S scores during the time period is less than the average of all states (in the global system) annual means of S scores subtracted by one half of the standard deviations of all states S scores.
After identifying each challenger s and each dominant power s dissatisfaction with the global status quo, based upon this, we judge whether the two states have different directions of status quo evaluation at the global level. We code the difference in the status quo evaluations of the two states at the global level as one only if 1) a challenger state is dissatisfied with the global order while a regional dominant state is satisfied with the global order or 2) a challenger state is satisfied with the global order while a regional dominant state is dissatisfied with the global order. Hence, this variable is a dichotomous variable and indicates whether a challenger and a dominant state disagree with each other on the status quo evaluations at the global level.
Based on the above regional and global status quo evaluation information of the two states, we make our key independent variable, status quo evaluation inconsistency. As mentioned earlier, we expect that two states in a dyad are more likely to go to war if the two states have totally different status quo evaluations at both the regional and global level, all other things being equal. Therefore, we code it as one if the directions of the status quo of a challenger and that of a regional dominant power are opposite both at the regional and global levels, zero otherwise. In other words, the following cases are coded one for this variable: 1) a challenger is dissatisfied with a regional dominant state and is also dissatisfied with the global order while the regional dominant state is satisfied with the global order; 2) a challenger is dissatisfied with a regional dominant state but satisfied with the global order while the regional dominant state is dissatisfied with the global order.
In order to control for the confounding effects of other potential influential factors on war occurrence, we include some control variables in our empirical model based on the findings of previous research on the outbreak of war. A series of work on the steps-to-war model by Senese and Vasquez has shown that the probability of war increases when both states in a dyad have outside alliances while the probability decreases when the two states are allied to each other.
23) Hence, we include two different alliance variables in our empirical model. The first alliance variable is outside alliances and is coded as one if the two states in a dyad have alliances with other states outside the dyad for the whole time period in question, zero otherwise. Another alliance variable is allied to each other in a dyad. This variable is coded as one if the two states in a dyad have any type of alliance with each other during the whole time period in question, zero otherwise. Alliance information for all alliance variables is obtained from the Alliance Treaty Obligation and Provisions (ATOP) Project.
24)
Studies on the steps to war by Senese and Vasquez and other studies 25) have shown that territorial disputes are one of the most important causes of the outbreak of war. Based on their findings, we also include the territorial dispute variable in our model. This variable is coded as one if the two states in a dyad have experienced a territorial dispute in a given time period, zero otherwise. We use the Militarized Interstate Dispute Data (MID v. 3.1) research has shown that states are more likely to fight with each other when they are geographically contiguous. 28) In addition, since a minor state s ability to project its power is restrained by geographic conditions, geographical contiguity between states is an important object condition in the outbreak of war. Therefore, we use contiguity as a control variable for our model. We rely on the Directed Contiguity data (v. 3.0) from the COW project. 29) We code one for this variable if two states are contiguous on land, and zero otherwise.
The last control variable of our model is joint democracy. For the last few decades, one of the most robust findings in international relations studies is that two democracies are much less likely to go to war with one another. 30) Because of the pacifying effect of joint democracy, we use joint democracy as another control variable based on the states democracy scores. The democracy scores of states are conveyed in the POLITY dataset. 31) We create a dummy variable of joint democracy. This is coded as one if both annual averages of the democratic scores of two states in a dyad are six or higher during the time period based on the POLITY democracy scale, and zero otherwise.
. Empirical Analysis
As we have claimed above, the onset of war between a regional challenger and a dominant state is influenced by not only the dissatisfaction with the status quo at the regional level but also the two states global status quo evaluations and the combination of both evaluations. Hence, before testing Notes: Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering on the dyad are in parentheses.
Estimates for the three natural cubic spline variables are not reported and are not statistically significant at the .05 level. *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05 (two-tailed). our main hypothesis, it is useful to test whether the status quo evaluation at the global level affects the onset of local war. To begin the analysis, Table  2 demonstrates the logit analysis result of the effect of the status quo evaluation at the global level. Overall results are consistent with the expectation of our argument. The difference in the status quo evaluation at the global level between a regional challenger and a dominant state has a positive impact on the onset of war at the .01 significance level. The odds of a regional challenger and a dominant state going to war are over 8 times higher when their status quo evaluations are at opposite directions at the global level (when either a challenger is satisfied with the global status quo while a regional dominant state is dissatisfied with the global order or vice versa) compared to when they agree or have similar global status quo evaluations. This result supports the rationale of our initial query. That is, the foreign policy similarities of both a regional challenger (RC) and a regional dominant state (RD) with the global dominant power and/or international order also affect the onset of regional war between the two regional states although the primary concerns of the two states are local issues.
The other two variables from power transition theory confirm the findings of previous empirical studies on power transition theory. 32) Power parity between a regional challenger and a dominant state has a strong positive effect on war occurrence. In terms of the odds ratio, two states are about 52 times more likely to go to war when they are at power parity compared to when they are not at power parity. A challenger state s dissatisfaction with a regional dominant power also increases the probability of the onset of war, and the likelihood is over 20 times higher than when a challenger is satisfied. Contiguity also shows a strong positive impact on the onset of war consistent with the findings of previous studies while all other control variables, except joint democracy, are not statistically significant at the .05 level.
32) Organski and Kugler (1980) ; Kim (1991; ; Lemke and Werner (1996); Werner and Lemke (1997); and Lemke (2002) .
As our main test, Table 3 reports the logit analysis result of the effect of the status quo evaluation difference between the regional and global levels on war occurrence. The result represents a supportive finding for our hypothesis. Power parity between a regional challenger and a dominant state shows a strong positive impact on the onset of war. The odds of war Notes: Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering on the dyad are in parentheses.
Estimates for the three natural cubic spline variables are not reported and are not statistically significant at the .05 level. *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05 (two-tailed). occurrence is over 26 times higher when they are at power parity than when they are not in the condition of power parity.
It is an interesting finding that a challenger state s dissatisfaction at the regional level becomes statistically insignificant at the .05 level after introducing our key independent variable two states status quo evaluation inconsistency between the regional and global level of our empirical model, while our key variable is statistically significant and shows a positive effect on the onset of war. As expected, two states status quo evaluation inconsistency between the regional and global level demonstrates an increasing effect on the likelihood of war occurrence. In terms of the odds ratio, when the two states have totally opposite status quo evaluations at both the regional and the global level, the likelihood of going to war is about 7.6 times higher than when they have similar status quo evaluations at both levels. In other words, the probability of war is higher if a regional challenger and a dominant state disagree with respect to the regional status quo a regional dominant state likes and wants to maintain it while a regional challenger dislikes it and wants to alter it and the global status quo one (either the regional challenger or regional dominant) likes the global status quo maintained by the global dominant power while the other (either a regional dominant or a challenger) dislikes it. This is the finding we expect. Regarding other control variables, contiguity shows a positive effect on the onset of war. The odds of war occurrence are over 7 times higher when two states are contiguous on land. However, the other control variables are not statistically significant at the .05 level. Joint democracy is a perfect indicator of no-war, which is the same as in the previous report.
The positive effect of status quo evaluation inconsistency between the global and regional level is made clear by the predicted probability analysis. Table 4 reports the predicted probabilities of the outbreak of war depending on various conditions. The predicted probability of war keeps increasing as additional conditions are added. The probability is only .0212 when there is no condition of power parity, regional dissatisfaction, or status quo evaluation inconsistency. However, the probability of war increases dramatically up to .1192 when all of the conditions exist and this is higher than a probability with any other conditions. Although the absolute probability is still low, this probability should not be ignored because the base probability is extremely low (a war is a very rare event) and the marginal increase is very significant. In short, the predicted probability analysis confirms that the inconsistent status quo evaluations between a regional challenger and a dominant state at the regional and global levels increase the likelihood of war.
These results imply that the conflict behavior of a regional challenger and a regional dominant state is not simply affected by the regional status quo or specific issues but by comprehensive and broad foreign policy orientations which are a combination of both regional and global status quo evaluations. It also can be interpreted that the international system or international order can be associated with a local conflict between regional contenders in contrast to some previous studies.
33) When a regional challenger and a regional dominant state have opposite status quo evaluations at the global level, the two states can expect outside security help and global contenders also are more likely to intervene in the conflict because by doing so they can share the fruits of the conflict. A regional (1.92e-13 -.2122) .0452 (8.25e-12 -.8024) .0775 (3.76e-11 -.9661) .1192 (3.81e-11 -.9937) Notes: Main entries are predicted probabilities derived from the model in Table 2 , when all other variables are held at their mean values. 95% confidence intervals are in parentheses. Predicted probabilities are calculated with CLARIFY (King, Tomz, and Wittenberg, 2000) . The base probability of war is .0284.
hierarchy is subordinate to the global hierarchy, and the change in the regional hierarchy can directly or indirectly affect the power distribution of the global system. Due to these factors, global contenders including the global dominant power actively watch and intervene in a regional conflict rather than take a wait-and-see attitude. These factors increase the likelihood of war between two regional contenders.
The findings also imply that the global dominant power is a vigorous manager of the global system by both changing and maintaining the global order 34) rather than a passive keeper of the global order or system stability as previous power transition theorists think. Regional contenders know this very well and attempt to make use of these conditions. Therefore, the combination of global and regional status quo evaluations influences the likelihood of war between regional contenders.
. Conclusions
This study has started to extend Lemke s multiple hierarchy model of power transition theory by introducing two different dimensions of status quo evaluations of regional contenders. Since a state s status quo evaluations are involved at two different levels the regional and global and a challenger s dissatisfaction is one of the important conditions for the onset of war, the study of regional war, war between regional contenders in particular, should consider both status quo evaluations of states. We argue that not only the regional status evaluation but also the global status quo evaluation affects the probability of a regional war between a regional challenger and a dominant state. We also claim that when the two states status quo evaluations are in opposite directions, they are much more likely to go to war because the change of a regional status quo can affect the global status quo and, thus, regional conflict contending over the regional status quo is more likely to invite the intervention of global contenders. We 34) Palmer and Morgan (2006; 2007). have discovered the supportive empirical evidence for our argument through statistical tests.
This study shows that a state s status quo evaluation for war is more complicated. A state, a regional power contending over the regional status quo in particular, considers not only regional issues but also its stance and the opponent s stance in the global order and alignment since a state s foreign policy stance or alignment status with global contenders can widen its opportunities in the conflict. Hence, the likelihood of a regional war contending over the regional status quo is affected both by a regional challenger state s dissatisfaction with the regional dominant state and by the global status quo.
In the same vein, we can infer a systemic effect on regional conflict as we have mentioned above. The finding that two regional states foreign policy stances or views on the global order influence the likelihood of war means that the decisions of the two states are influenced by the global order and system. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that the international system influences regional war. Related to Kim s contribution to power transition theory, 35) this theme should be investigated more deeply. If alliance parity is associated with a systemic war, as Kim reports, global contenders will be more likely to expand their alliance blocs and, in turn, regional powers would make use of this effort of global contenders in order to enhance their regional interests (either maintaining or changing the regional status quo). This could be one reason why the global status quo evaluation of regional contenders matters in the outbreak of regional war.
Lastly, this study provides some suggestions for studies on East Asian international relations in particular. This article suggests that the future of U.S.-China relations can directly affect regional cooperation and conflict, and that this factor should be more comprehensively considered when analyzing regional issues. If, for instance, the United States and China develop constructive relations and successfully find more and more common interests, China will become a satisfied challenger at the global 35) See Kim (1991; 1992; . level, and the cooperative relations between the United States and China will have a positive impact on East Asian states relations. They will be more likely to mange regional issues in a more cooperative and peaceful manner since a militarized conflict between regional states would be harmful for both states interests.
However, if U.S.-China relations become more conflictual and thus China becomes dissatisfied with the global status quo, this competition between the United States and China not only will increase the tension at the global level but also will be extended to the East Asian region. As China becomes more dissatisfied with the global status quo, it will be more likely to expand and fortify its influence in the region to confront and challenge U.S. dominance. In response to this, the United States will also attempt to prevent China from expanding its influence in the region, which can trigger a spiral of hostile competition between the United States and China. Under this circumstance, regional issues can be linked easily to the global competition between the United States and China, and the two global contenders will be more likely to make use of regional issues to expand their influence and interests, which can increase the probability of militarized conflict as our empirical finding shows. Therefore, in this context, the theoretical discussions and empirical findings provided in this study can be useful for investigating the prospect of regional conflict in this region.
